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INTRODUCTION
In order to effectuate the provisions of Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967 (the
Public Employees' Fair Employment Ad), to encourage and increase effedive and
harmonious working relationships between the Croton-Harmon Board of Education
(hereinafter referred to as the MBoard-) and its professional personnel represented by
the Croton Teachers' Association (hereinafter referred to al the .Aaaociation"), and to
enable the professional personnel more fully to participate in and contribute to the
development of policies for the School District, and to assure each boy and girt !n the
Croton Schools the fullest opportunitiel in keeping with his (her) own individual
potentials and capacities, the following terms and conditio". of employment are agreed
upon between the Board and the Association.
ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION
The Board having determined that the Association is supported by a majority of
the teachers in a unit composed of all professional personnel and all nurses, teaching
assistants, except the Superintendent of Schools, Building Principals, Assistant
Principals, the Business Administrator, the Coordinator of Special Student Services,
hereby recogniZes the Association al the exclusive negotiating agent for the teachers in
such unit. Such recognition shall extend for the maximum length of time permitted by
New York State Law during which time the Board agrees not to negotiate with any other
teacher organization.
ART1ClE II -RIGHTS OF THE 80ARD
The Association mcognizes u'e right of the Board, subject to state and federal
laws, rules and regulations, and except as modified by the provisions of this Agreement.
to control, supervise, direct and manage the school district and ita staff.
ART1ClE 111-NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES
A. . It is contemplated that the terms and conditions of employment provided
for in this agreement shll remain in effect until altered by mutual written agreement.
B. In negati8tIon8, thelBoard and the Association shall present relevant
data, exch8ng8 point8 of view, malte proposals and counter-propo8818. Negotiations
shall be conduct8d by a team not to exceed five (5) member8 for the Board and a team
not to exceed five (5) memberS fol' the Association. The Board shall, within realon,
make available record., data and information in its possellion (induding line-budget
items where developed) which are directly pertinent to a topic under negotiation. The
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Association shaH also, within reason, make available records, data and information in its
possession or which may be available to it through its state or national affiliates and
which are directly pertinent to a topic under negotiation. Negotiated agreements shall
be reduced to writing, but shall not become binding until negotiations on all topics have
been completed, and until signed by both the Associatio" President and the
Superintendent of Schools.
c. Upon the written request of either party, negotiations for a renewal
. agreement may begin immediately after the Christmas recesa, but no later than January
15. A mutually acceptable meeting date shall be set not more than fifteen (15) days
follow~ngsuch a request.
D. Should a negotiation meeting between the Association and the Board be
held during part of a school day, Aasociation members directly engaged in the
negotiation discussions shall be released without loss of pay from their normal duties.
Except aa provided in this paragraph, no within-th.school-day activity of members of
the Association negotiating team shall in any manner alter or interfere with the normal
duties of any te8Ch8r.
ARTICLE IV _ ~CHI!R PARTICIPATION IN CECISION MAKING
A. The aubject matter enumerated in Article IV ia not subject to grievance
because the P8ftI88 recognize that pursuant to New York State Education Law, final
authority and responsibility far making decisions on matters enumerated herein rests
with the Board and the Superintendent of Schools.
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B. Governance-
1.
c.
Building and District Councils: In accordance with the
Commissioner's Regulation 100.11, each building and the district
shall establish F'lanning Councils. The Building Councils will
define academic: and social goals basect on stakeholder input.
The District Council shall insure that the building goals are
conlistent with the vision and goals of the district.
2. The Superintendent and Board will encourage that implementation
of the vision and goals of the diltrict be made at the building level
through 8 democratic procesl.
Uai80n Committ.. .
1. A Uailon Comrnittee will be formed each September composed of
not more than two A880ciation members elected from each
building, one of whom will be the President of the Asaociation, and
Administrators selected by the Superintendent of Schools, who
will meet with the Superintendent of Schools at least two times a
ye... Either the Superintendent of Schoola or the President of the
2.
AI8OCi8tIon may request addition" meetings ifneeded.
",. purpose of the committee will be to provide . fo~m for any
i81U8that has relevance to personnel pr8Ctic88 and conditions in
the workplace. These include, but are not limited to, the following
items:
8. staffing considerations
b. working conditions
4
~c. budgetary effects on staffing
d. staff evaluation
e. implementation of district goals
f. other matters of districtwide concern not resolved at the
building level
3. Joint minutes will be issued after approval by the Association
President and the Superintendent of Schools.
ARTICLE V _ PROFESSIONAL STAFF EVALUATION
A. Oburvations and Evaluations:
1. For all staff induding psychologists and guidance counselors:
a. Criteria for evaluation will appear in each building
handbook~
b. '. All observations and evaluations of the work performance
of a teacher shall be conducted openly, with full knowledge
of the teacher.
c. By law the administration reserves the right to visit classes
unannounced for the purpose of evaluation. However,
teachers have the right to request and receive a re-
evaluation.
d. The time allotted for each formal evaluation should be at
least one-hatf hour.
8. Any teacher shan have the right to review the contents of
his (her) personnel file in the District Office upon request.
5
Material descriptive of a teacher's conduct, service,
character or personality shall not be placed in his (her)
personnel file unless the teacher has had an opportunity to
review the material. The teacher shall be given an
opportunity to sign any material before it is placed in that
teachelr's file by affixing his (her) signature to the copy to
be filed with the express understanding that such signature
in no way indicates agreement with the contents thereof.
The te;acher will also have the right to submit a written
statement with respect to such m8terial and such
statement shall be reviewed with the Superintendent of
Schools and attached to the te8Cher'. ftle. Graduate
credits and in-service credits earned shall be listed and
updatfJd periodically.
f. The -WOrkingftle8kept by an administr8tor on a teacher,
not normallyseen by a teacher, shall be reviewed by the
admiraiatrator annually. Material which would be used by
the administrator in making recommendation. for tenure,
.
emploYment, etc., which i. either positive or negative,
must be attached to the evaluation to go into the teacher's
peI"IC)nneifile in the District 0ffIc8 wh the teacher has a
right to review it and/or submit a writtenstatement about it
as per Section A 1e of this Article.
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2. Probationary Staff
a. A probationary teacher must have at least three (3) formal
observations by his (her) principal and/or supervisor per
year, to be completed by March 1.
b. A first-year probationary teacher willbe observed
informally at least once a month by his (her) principal
and/or supervisor. They willmeet at least once a month to
discuss mutual concerns.
c. probationary teachers should be able to request and
receive a reasonable number of additional observations
and conferences.
d. After each formal observation, the administration and
teacher willschedule a conference to dlscusa the
ob8erV.tion. Previou. to the conference, the Administrator
willprovide the teacher with written comments and
suggestion. concerning the visit. The conference willbe
directed toward. helping the teacher grow profeaionally.
. A copy of the evaluation and the reault8of the conference .
willbe signed by the Adminiltnltar and the teacher and
shall be placed in the teacher's personnel file in the District
OffIce.
7
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B.
Tenurad Staff
a. Tenured staff will be formally evaluated at least once a
year. After this formal evaluation. the Administrator and
teaCher will schedule a conference to discuss the
observation. Previous to the conference, the Administrator
willprovide the teacher with written comments and
suggestions concerning the visit. The conference willbe
directed towards helping the teacher grow professionally.
A copy c)fthe evaluation and the results of the conference
willbe signed by the Administrator and the teacher and
shall be placed in the teacher's personnel file in the District
0ftIc8.
4. Coaeh_
a. The Athletic DirACtorshall observe all coaches during the
specific sport season with a report being given to the
Coach and Administrator. The Administrator shall make
the flnlll deci8ion on the recommendation.
~tifIcatIM of AaignlDlDt
1. T88dMn. including tho.. under probation, willbe notified of their
employment .statu. by May 1, and their tentative schedule by
June 1. Change. may be made thereafter where unusual
circumstances warrant it.
2. The District', obligation to notify teache,. of their employment
statu. by May 1 and of their tentative schedule by June 1 shaUbe
., 8
.waived when, by either of those two days, the District's state aid
status is.not known or in the event the District's budget is not
approved by the voters. In any event, the waiver shall not go
beyond August 1 of the pertinent year. Should the District's state
aid status and budget approval be known after May 1 but before
August 1, the District will notify teachers of their employment
status and tentative schedule within one week of the date( s) of
such knowledge.
3. Teachers on leave shall notify the Superintendent of Schools of
their intent to retum before April 1.
ARTICLE VI . TEACHING CONDITIONS AND TEACHING HOURS
A. Teaching Conditions - The Board and the Association recognize the
importance of adequate st8fIIng to assure high-quality education for all pupils, which is
the goal of both the Board and the Association.
1. Ther8 shall be a dlstrict-wide ratio of not less than 1
profeuionally-certified employee to each 17 pupils.
2. The Board shall make every effort to insure that no teacher in
Gr8de8 e through 12 has a daily teaching load in excelS of 150
pupil8, except physical education. music, and art. which shall be
kept at minimum reasonable sizes within the limits of staff and
space.
An acceptable reason for exceeding the objectives stated in3.
paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article may be any of the following:
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a. There i!1no space available to permit scheduling of any
class or' classes in order to meet objectives.
b. Conforrnity to the class-size objective would result in
placing classes on short-time schedules, result in
combination classes, or result in curtailment of the
prograrn.
c. A class larger than the specified maximum objective is
necessary to provide for specialized or experimental
instruction.
d. A claso siZe larger than the specified maximum objective is
necessary to provide for the health and welfare of the
e.
pupil8 or the teacher.
'Mw1 enrollment dectlnes to the point where fewer
sections are scheduled in a department subject or grade
levet.
4. The Superintendent of Schools, in his (her) discretion, may
recommend departure from d_ size and teaching-load
objectIv.. set forth in this Artide for any of the reuons listed
her8in when he (she) deems it n8C8888lYin the best interest of
the educatlolnal process after conlult8tion with the A880ciation.
Upon the rec:ommendation of the Superintendent of Schools, the
Board reseNes the final decision in'ita ability to meet or to deviate
from the objectives set forth in the ArtIcle.
., 10
5.
6.
Current staff members will receive consideration for the position of
curriculum coordinator or other positions of similar nature if and
when they are created by the Board. Final decision on such
matters shall rest with the Board, upon recommendation of the
Superintendent of Schools.
Every effort shall be made to hire only full-time teachers.
7. Academic Freedom - The Board and Association affirm the goal of
seeking to educate young people in the tradition of democracy,
which can best be transmitted in an atmosphere in which .
academic freedom for teacher and student is guaranteed.
The fear of potential controversy shall not limitthe study,
investigation. presentation. or interpretation of facts and ideas in
all branches of learning. and use of materials. The limitations are
the accepted standardl of profellional educational responsibility,
the statutee and regulations of the State of New York. and the
88tabl1lhed curriculum of the State of New York and the Croton-
Hannon School District. It is agreed that the exercise of academic
freedom entail. . corresponding responsibility on the part of the.
adminiatration and teachers to maintain the academic freedom of
all student8. to encourage the presentation of all points of view,
8.
and to preserve the boundaries of propriety and good taste.
Every effort shall be made:
8. To schedule staff meetings well in advance.
b. To keep night meetings to an absolute minimum.
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c. To plan workshops which involve staff and community with
the staff who will participate in such meetings.
9. Children of unit members who are not residents of the School
District may enroll in the Croton-Harmon Schools on a non-tuition
basil under regulations issued by the Superintendent of Schools.
Teaching HOUr8 -The Board and the Association recognize that teachersB.
have responsibilities that extend beyond the pupil's regular school day and that it is
necessary to make provisions to assist pupils, confer with parents, participate in
professional meetings and activities, and carry out other activities connected with
professional duties.
1. A nonnal work day shall be deemed to be 7 1/4 hours or 435
minut... A teacher shall be free to spend a. manyadditional
hours at ichoc)1 as he/she deems neceaary. Induded in the
nonnal work day i. a 40-45 minute lunch period to occur between
11:00 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Exceptlon8 may be made by mutual
agrMment between the administrator and the teacher involved.
The tachei' may be accompanied by . unit representative during
thi8 consultation. Each teacher is permitted to leave school
ground8 during hislher lunch period. AI80induded in the normal
work day ant assigned preparation period8.
The Board shall make every effort to provide each elementary2.
cla88room teacher, kindergarten through Grade 5, with at least 30
minutes of auigned preparation time per day. In caM' where
this is impouible due to insoluble scheduling problems or is in
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confliCt with the philosophy of teacher-constructed schedules or
programs. every effort shall be made to provide at least 150
minutes assigned preparation time for each teacher each week.
3. Subject to existing practices, the Board shall provide each
secondary teacher, Grades 6-12, with 80-90 minutes of assigned
preparation time each day. In cases where this is impossible due
to insoluble scheduling problems or is in conflict with the
philosophy of teacher-constructed schedules or programs, every
effort shall be made to provide 400-450 minutes of assigned
preparation time per week. Every effort shall be made to
distribute the preparation time equitably among all staff.
The remaining 315 minutes of the day shall be designated al time
spent with students. Time spent with students shall include the
more formal inltructionwl time and the 1_ formal student contact
time. 75" of the 315 minutes will be instructional time, defined as
time spent with students in academic subject areal necessitating
teacher preparation and corresponding useument. There shall
be no more than three (3) different subjects or grade-level
preparations during instructional time, except under extenuating
circumstances (e.g., budget limitation) after consultation
between the teacher and the Administrator involved. 'Men ever
p088ible, the teache~ may be accompanied by a unit
representative during this consultation. Accordingly, whenever
pouible, non-teaching duties willbe reduced as compensation for
l3
r----
4.
the additional teaching load. 25% of the 315 minutes wilt be
student contad time. which does not involve instrudional time.
defined as time spent with students in academic subjed areas
necessitating teacher preparation or corresponding assessment.
The intent of this section shall not be for the purpose of reducing
staff. Every effort shall be made to distribute the balance of
contact time equitably among all staff.
The superintendent of Schools and the building principals shall
make every effort to hold necessary faculty and other professional
meetings on Wednesdays only during the school year. Every
effort shall be made to adjourn these meetings by 4:30 p.m. but
no 1m. than 5:00 p.m. Budget discussions and Building and
District Planning Council meetings shall not be limited to
Wednesday faculty meetings.
5. Staff with spedal assignments which require significant parent
contact. like guidance counselors. may, upon mutual agreement
with the administration. establish flexible hours which allow them
to begin and end the day at different hOUl8. The total work day in .
this flexible schedule shall not exceed 7 1/4 hours nor shall such a
schedule be uoed to replace the periodic evening meetings
connected to the work of the school.
6. Currieulum MHtin9s - The District may schedule up to twenty (20)
afternoon meetings during the academic year. These meetings
shall be for the purpose of providing time for curriculum-related
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projects, in-service training, and professional growth. Such
meetings shall end no later than 5:00 p.m. and shall not exceed
one hour and forty-five minutes in duration. The District shall
make every effort to begin these meetings no later than five
minutes following student dismissal~
a. Five curriculum meetings may be held on Wednesdays
which would otherwise have been reserved for CT A
meetings. The Superintendent shall notify the Association
President one month in advance of the specific
Wednesdays to be used.
b. Ten curriculum meetings may be held on Wednesdays
.normally reserved for building faculty meetings.
c. ~lVe curriculum meetings may be held on days other than
Wednesday. Su:h meetings shall be held on two weeks'
notice to the staff. Every effort shall be made to schedule
such meetings at a time and date convenient to a majority
of the staff expected to attend such meeting.. Staff
members shall make known to their building administrator
all prior commitments in sufficient time to effectively allow
scheduling of such meeting..
7. Every teacher shall make effort to initialthe sign-in book in each
school upon arrival and check "out or lIin.as the day progresses.
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c. The Board will notify the Association of any change in policy or regulation
not affecting this contract but affecting teachers' working conditions ten (10) days prior
to the effective date of the change.
D. Provided the legal responsibility of the Board is met, teachers shall not be
required to perform the following dutios; except in emergency situations:
1. Supervision of pupils at Carrie E. Tompkins School during the play
periods.
2.
3.
Supervision of (cafeteria during all lunch periods in all buildings.
Supervision as required throughout the lunch periods in all
buildings wheru pupils are allowed to congregate outside of the
C8f8teri8.
4. R88PO"Iibiitty 101'supervision of the locker room when the
phyaic8I education instrudor is not of the same sex as the pupils
in the cIM8. Supervision i. generally n8C88Ury at the beginning
and end of e8Ch gym period.
ART1CLE VII - VACANCIES AND PROMOTIONS
A. 1. In order to pnMd8 the faculty with an opportunity to apply for any.
pGIiIIan8 within the District, all vacancies for the following school
Y" mU8t be J)Osted at least for ten (10) days prior to closing date
of applications. clearty setting forth a description of and the
qualiftc8tlons for the position. including the duties and salary. The
Association shall be notified of the vacancy at least five (5) days
in advance of the posting.
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2. When school is in session, such notice must be posted as far in
advance as practicable, ordinarily at least ten (10) school days
before the final date when applications must be submitted.
3. Teachers who desire to apply for such positions must submit their
applications and supporting documents, as required, in writing, on
the District application form to the Superintendent of Schools or
his/her designated administrator within the time limitspecified in
the notice.
4. During the summer, the above will be in effect except for the
period August 10 -September 1. The President of the
Association will be notified of any vacanciee occurring during the
.
.
summer.
B. Promotional politions are defined as poaitiona not on the ba8ic salary
schedule for teachers and/or positions on the administrator-supervisory level, including
but not limited to, positIon8.. director, principal, _iItant principal, coordinator, and
such position. .. m8Y be cruted in the future; such as supervisor. department head
and other similar 8itu8tlon8.
c. All appointment8 to the aforesaid vacancie8 and openings shall be made
on the b88i8 01the belt qualifted candidate. They shall be made withoutregard to age,
sex, race. creed. color. religion, natio~ality, marital status. ancestry. or physical
disability.
D. Each internal applicant for such position who il not selected must be
notified in writing.
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E.
.
An incoming teacher !ihall be placed on a salary step determined by his
(her) level of professional training and by the number of years of paid teaching
experience he (she) has completed. It should be noted, however, that Article 16A is
applicable in this situation. No incon1ing teacher shall be appointed at a salary in excess
of that of any teacher in the system with equal training and service under the same
classification, except as provided in Paragraph F hereof.
F. An incoming teacher whose employment as a regularty appointed teacher
in a school system was interrupted by service in the United States Armed Forces for
more than nine (9) months shall be credited in an amount not 1- than 50% of his (her)
time in service up to a maximum of two (2) years.
G. Every effort shall be rnade to hire only those new teachers who poSless
a valid teaching certificate or who are eligibleto ~ a validteaching certificate from
the New YorkState EdUC8tlonCepllrtment in the area or subject of hie (her) teaching
assignment.
H. AllpresenUyemploytJdteachers who do not poe a validteaching
certificate shall be followtng the NIII1g8.of the Commisaion8r of Education regarding the
neceS88rY course work needed for such certification. Such employ_ shall possess or
be eligibleto poa_ . validteaching certiftcate in the ... or subject of hie (her)
teaching 88Ignm8nt prior to hi8 (her) placement on the rolla 88 a tenure teacher.
I. T."~ Tnlnsf8r
1. No teaCher shall be involuntarily transferred without prior
conault8tlon between the teacher and the administrator.
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2. If a teacher is transferred by the mutual agreement of both Board
. and teacher, the original tenure status shall continue in effect
except as a promotion as defined in paragraph B hereof.
J. Co-Curricular and Coachino Positions - In the appointment of persons to
co-curricular and coaching positions, the District agrees that it will give the right of first
refusal to current staff, who hold coaching and co-curricular positions and wish to
continue in that particular position provided that the District favorably evaluates them
and they are recommended for continuation by the Administration. As positions
currently held by non-unit members become vacant or where incumbents are not
reappointed, the right of first refusal shall be extended to teacher-certificated personnel
who are members of the unit and recommended by the administration.
ART1CLE VIII- PAYROLL PROCEDURES AND OPTIONS
A. Each teacher shall be permitted a choice in payment of salary by
selecting one of the following options by June 30 for returning teachers and upon
appointment for incoming te8CherI:
1. 1/21 of annual salary in bi-weekly payment8 beginning with the
ftrlt regularty scheduled pay day after the start of claSHS.
1/28 of annual salary in bi-weekly payments beginning with the2.
first regularly scheduled pay day after the start of classel.
The payroll calendar for the succeeding school year willbe3.
published within four weeks of the date of the board of education's
adoption of the school calendar.
19
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B. Any teacher Involved in extra-curricular activities lasting more than 4
months has the option of receiving 1/2 their stipend at mid-season; option shall be
elected at time of acceptance of position.
c. Each teacher shall be permitted to choose any or all of the following
payroll deductions; teachef'l shall make their choice by June 30 for returning teachers
and September 1 for incoming teachers:
1. Beginning with the first paycheck in October, dun deducted will
be made in six (8) equal installments so that complete payment is
made to the Croton Teachers' Association by the end of the
calendar year.
2. Funds and a list of members with the amounts deducted shall be
transmitted to the A88ociation treasurer at the time the deductions
are made.
D. Last paycheck of ye. distributed on last day of school upon completion
of all annual profeuional dutie8.
E. Each teacher shall be permitted a choice of ta-8helter8d annuity plans
mutually agreeable to the Auoci8tlon and Board of Education.
F. w.w.,. Fund. A Welfare Fund willbe ntablilhed by the As8ociationfor.
the purpol8 of pravidIng VIriou8 beMfIt8 for teachers and aailt8nt8 with at least two
years of 1c:e. The Board win contJrtbute to the Fund $800.00 for each member of the
unit commencing on July 1, 1995, and for assistants with at I888t two years of service.
For the 1998-97 school ye., the Bo8Ird will contribute to the Fund $850.00 for each
member of the unit. commencing on July 1, 1998. and for aui8tant8 with at least two
years of service. For the 1997-98 school year, the Board will contribute to the Fund
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July 1 25°A»
October 1 25°A.
January 1 25°,4,
April 1 25%
$900.00 for each member.of the unit, commencing on July 1, 1997, and for assistants
with at least two years of service.
Board contributions shall be according to the following schedule:
The Association willprovide an auditor's report of the fund to the Board at
the end of each fiscal year.
G. Health Insurance - The District shall pay 85% of the premium toward the
purchase of health, surgical, prescription drug, and major medical insurance for all (1)
teachers, nurses and (2) teaching assistants with at least two years of service.
The District shall provide such insurance through the Putnam/Northern
Westchester Health Insurance Consortium Plan. (The District shall no longer provide
such insurance through the 1982 Plan.) If an employee desires HMO, the employee
shall pay the difference in cost. if any, between HMO and the Putnam/Northern
Westchester Health Insurance Consortium Plan.
The Di8trict shall guarantee that the benefits of any new health insurance
.
plan be equ8I to or greater than those provided by the Putnam/Northem Westchester
Plan as of June 30. 1995. except' in the event that the consortium's benefit committee
decides to alter the benefit structure.
The District shall pay annually to each unit member who agrees to waive
health insurance coverage 50% of the total cost to the District for an individual insurance
policy. In the event that ten or more unit members agree to waive health insurance
21
coverage, the District shall pay to said members SO°A» of the total cost of an individual
insurance policy. Payments shall be made in December and June. Anyone may re-
enter the health plan after giving written notice to the business office. Coverage will
begin within thirty days after such notice is received. The unit member agrees to return
a pro-rated portion of the money given to them by the District if necessary. If the District
insurance plan shall change in any way to alter the current conditions for re-entry, the
District shall notify the union president and give the unit members the option of re-
entering the health plan before such changes become effective. Unit members wishing
to waive health insurance shall annually contact the business OffIce .before June 1.
The District provide a Section 125 plan for all members of the bargaining unit.
The CT A and District may convene a joint committee to make a recommendation
concerning the Districflremaining in the Putnam/Northern Westchester Health
Insurance Consortium Plan in the event of significant changee of benefits to the plan.
The Superintendent of Schools will present such recommendations to the Board of
Education. The committee willconsillt of one representative from each building, the
CTA President, one administrator, the Businell Manager. and the Superintendent of
Schools.
ARTICLE IX -SC~ CALENDAR
A. An Aaociadon appointed committee shall work with the Administration in
the prepanation of the school calenda', shall annually consider the recommendations of
the Association. the Administration and of Putnam/Northern Westchester BOCES in
preparation of the school calendar and shall consider cloling school on religious
holidays.
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B. The school calendar shall provide for 185 teaching days. In years where
closing for emergency purposes are three or less, the calendar committee willwork with
the Administration to add days to vacations and those days mutually agreed upon willbe
recommended to the Board. In no event will school be open for less than 180
instructional days.
c. The school calendar committee shall hold its first meeting no later than
January 1. and the new school calendar shall be published no later than June 1.
D. Final determination of the calendar shall rest with the Board in
accordance with State Law.
ARTICLE X . USE OF SCHOOL FACILITIES
The As8ociation shall be granted use of Croton-Harmon school buildings and
facilities without charge of any kind for meetings, rehearsals and productions designed
primarily to promote good relations between ,chool and community. The Association
shall purchase liabilityinsurance for such events held in the schools and open to the
public. Application for U18 shaD be made by following currently establi8hed procedures.
. ART1CLE XI . CLERICAL ASSISTANCE
A. Full-time clerical assistance willbe provided at the Croton-Harmon High
School, PIerr8 Van Cortlandt Middle School, and Carrie E. Tompkins Elementary School
working under the direction of the building principal, giving first priority to typing,
duplicating, and other clerical needs of teachers during the school year.
B. Every effort shall be made to relieve Iibrarian8 of routine clerical tasks.
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ART1CLE XII- LEAVES.
A. Condolence Leaves
1. Leaves without salary deductions for death in the immediate
family will be five (5) days and in extenuating circumstances may
be extended at the discretion of the Superintendent of Schools.
Immediate family will usually be defined a8 a teacher's child.
parent, husband, wife, sister, brother, parent-in-law, or any other
permanent member of the teacher's household. A broader
definmon of "immediate family. may be requested by a teacher
and accepted by the Superintendent of Schools if he (she) feels
that it is justified in the circumstances.
2. leave without .'ary deduction not to exceed three (3) days will
be granted to any teacher who.. absence is caused by the death
of a relative other than the immediate family: an aunt, uncle,
niece, nephew, sister-in-law, brother-in-law, or grandparent In
extenuating circumstances, the period may be extended with the
approval of the Superintendent of. Schools.
B. Sick LA8V.
~s OF SERV1CE
INTHI; DISTRJCI DAYS PER ANNUM
1-8 10
7-11 12
More than 11 15
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1. Sick ieave shall be cumulative to a maximum of 240 days.
In case of extended illness beyond the number of days
accumulated by the teacher, additional sick leave may be granted
at the discretion of the Board.
The District willpay $65 for each accumulated sick day beyond
100 to any member of the unit at the time of that member's
retirement.
2. In case of illness in the teacher's immediate family, as defined in
Article XII-A,a teacher willbe allowed paid sick leave to be
deducted from his cumulative sick leave. In no event willmore
than 10 sick.days be allowed in anyone year. The District
reserves the right to extend additional time upon a showing of
extenuating circumstances, upon recommendation of the
Superintendent and approval of the Board.
3. Sid( Leave Bank - Staff electing to participate in a Sick Leave
Bank shall submit a waiver of no more than one (1) day of
accumulated sick leave. The number contributed by the staff
member shall be matched by the Distrtct. All (1) teachers, nurses.
and (2) all teaching assistants with at lealt two years of seNice
shaH be eligibleto participate, but staff members not electing to
waive time shall not be eligible to receive time from the Sick
Leave Bank.
The Bank shall be administered by a committee composed of the
Superintendent and the Association President.
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If the Superintendent and the Association President fail to agree
on the disposition of application for withdrawal from the Sick
Leave Bank, the staff member may, if he/she so wishes, request a
review of the application by a physician in an appropriate medical
speciatty in a teaching medical college in the New York
Metropolitan a~a. This neutral physician must be acceptable to
the Superintendent and the Association President. In case of
disagreement, the Dean of'the medical college will be requested
to submit three names of appropriate physicians from whom the
examining physician shall be selected within five (5) working days.
The selected physician shall in writing determine the medical
issue and recommend to the committee the number of sick leave
days required for recuperation.
The staff memlber shall apply to the District's medical insurance
earn. forpayrnent of the expen888 of such examination. Any
portion of such expenses not covered by insurance shall be borne
by the Diltrtct. The number of days allocated shall be determined
by the committee.
'NIthdnIw8I8 from the bank shall be limited to staff members who
are involved in catastrophic, disabling, or extended illnesses or
accidents; extflnuating circumstances may exist as determined by
the committee,.
Staff members shall be eligible to participate only after having
exhausted their personal accumulated sick leave time, whenever
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the Sick Leave Bank days are depleted, the bank willbe ra-
created in the same manner as it was originally established.
Staff members using sick leave days at the time of the bank's
depletion shall not be required to contribute days in the bank's re-
creation.
First-year staff members may use a combination of their own time
and the bank's time not to exceed a total of twenty days, second-
year staff members forty days, and third-year staff members sixty
days.
c. Personal Leave - Personal leaves of up to four (4) days per year shall be
granted without salary deduction in order that a teacher may meet personal obligations
which cannot be accomplished on a non-work day. Except in unusual and extenuating
circumstances or when such day falll on a religioul holiday, personal leave days may
not be used to extend holidays in the school calendar. Except in unusual and
extenuating circumstances, application for such leave shall be made at least 3 days in
advance and affinned by the Superintendent of Schooll without delay.
The personal le8V8 form wililiat acceptable rea80ns for requesting such
leave. These will indud8.8family" obligations, funerall, legal matters, other obligations
and for perIONII busineu. If in the opinion of the Superintendent of Schools, a staff
member i8 mi8u8ing personal leave, he (she) may request an explanation. Up to 2
unused personalle8V8 daye may be transferred to the teacher's sick leave accumulation
at the conclusion of each school year.
D. Professional Development Leave. The Board of Education shall make
every effort to support an extended experience for professional development during the
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school year. Teachers wilf be relieved of their teaching responsibilities for up to a
maximum of 10 weeks.
Such a Professional Development leave will be based on:
1. funding
2. ability of the teacher requesting the leave and the District to
engage a su~titut8 teacher able to continue classroom
instruction
3. a written proposal approved by the building principal and
submitted to the Professional Development Accrediting
Committee for' approval. Each proposal must include:
a. reason for the leave
b. connection to clasaroom practice
c. propotMICI activities
culminating report that links the project to practiced.
E. Leave WIthout p~ - Teachers will be eligible for leavn of absence for
study, travel, exchange teaching, etc., only after they have been granted tenure.
Leavel for re8lOl18 such. lIdvanC8dstudyand exchange teaching shall qualify a
teacher for adv8nc:8m8nt to the 88I8rystep he(she) would have achieved had he (she) .
remained In cantInuOU8tl8Ching MrVice in the Croton system. Leaves for travel, rest,
and he8IIIt ... not quallt'y for such advancement. The deci8ion whether a teacher shall
be advanced on the S8Iary Schedule upon his (her) return shall be determined by the
Board in each ca.. at the time the leave is granted.
F. Milita.y Leave -All rnilitary leave will be governed by applicable law.
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G.
.
Child Care Leaves
1. A teacher planning to take child-care leave without pay shall give
appropriate notice to the Superintendent of Schools. Leaves of
absence without pay will be granted to teachers for child care.
2. Upon appropriate notice to Superintendent of Schools, they may
retum to school on the first September 1st after twelve full months
following the birth of the child.
3. In extenuating circumstances, maternity leave may be extended
at the discretion of the Board.
4. Similar leaves of absence shall be granted in casel of adoption of
a child. Appropriate notice must be given to the Superintendent of
Schools.
H. Assoeiatian leav8 -Six days per school year paid leave for the
Association President or hislher designee to conduct Association business. The first
three days shall be without charge to the Association. For days in eXC811 of three up to
the maximum of six, the A880Ciation will pay the per diem substitute teacher salary for
each day used.
I. JulY DutY -A teacher whq is called for jury duty will be paid his (her)
regular schoOl salary. He (she) must remit his (her) juror's salary directly to the Board.
He (she) need not remit expense money paid him (her) as a juror.
J. PmfMaiana' Conferenees
1. The Board encourages teachers' attendance at professional
conferences.
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2. The teacher wilt be paid his (her) regular salary and willbe
compensated for all approved expenses in connection therewith.
3. Each teacher will have equal opportunity, insofar as is possible. to
attend professic)nal conferences.
4. Teachers who attend such professional conferences must file a
comprehensive written report and recommendations as a follow-
up to any approved, district-paid profeuional conference within
ten (10) days with the building principal.
K. Teacher Workshops
1. Teachers shall be paid 1/200th of their annual salary for each
workshop d8Y they shall attend for required summer or Saturday
workshop attendance.
2. Participation in voluntary summ. workIhop8 Ihall be
compensated at a rate of$20 per hour. eft'edlv8 June 23. 1998.
L. When a salary deduction is made, it win be a deduction of 11200th of the
annual salary for each day abient. or 1/1Oth of the annual salary for each full-calendar
month abs8nt Such deductions willbe subject to the grievance procedure (SWAIM
decision).
ART1CU; ~CHINQ ASSISTANTS
A. Teaching A88iatants under the supeMlion of. duly certified teacher may
be used at any gr8d8level to auist in the instructional progl'8m,a. provided by law.
The teaching assistant shall not be used to increase dau size or to eliminate teaching
positions. Ultimate responsibility for the class belongs to the classroom teacher.
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B. All contractual benefits shall be provided to teaching assistants and
nurses, except for the following: (1) preparation time, (2) clerical, (3) substitution
provision I (4) conference attendance, and (5) tenure, except for certified teaching
assistants who are tenurable. Eligibility for health insurance and the welfare fund shall
be after two consecutive years of employment in a 'unit position.
c. Teachers who are assigned to supervise teaching assistants shall be
authorized to allow such teaching assistants to take a break, no more than once daily,
not to exceed fifteen minutes.
When a teaching assistant is assigned to more than one teacher, all of
the teachers who supervise the teaching assistant shall together, decide which single
period during the day will be identified for break time.
ARTICLE XIV.. SUBSTITUTES
A. A substitute teacher shall be employed whenever a teacher is absent
from his (her) a88igned peri0d8. This refers to clalli'OOm teachers, librarians, nurses
and other specialiats functioning aa clauroom teachers.
B. . A sub1t1tut8 teacher shall be paid a per diem rate for service up to twenty
(20) consecutive school day8. Ifa substituteteacher worb more than twenty (20)
consecutive school d8y8 in the same ,assignment, his (her) salary shall be determined
by the column of the salary schedule for which the substitute teacher is qualified, based
on 1/200th per diem or 1/1Oth per month as the case may be, retroactive to the first day
of the continuous allignment. UpOn placement on the schedule, payment shall be
retroactive.
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C. A substitute teacher who has been teaching for 21 consecutive school
days prior to a holiday, other than Thanksgiving, Christmas, Mid-Winter or Spring
vacations and teachers' conference days, shall be paid for that holiday.
D. If a substitute has accepted a full day's teaching assignment and school
closes earty, the substitute shall be paid for the full day.
E. A substitute may be hi~ for half day's assignment or for a split
assignment and shall be paid accordingly.
F. A substitute shall be allowed one day of sick leave for each continuous
working month.
ART1ClExv - GRIEVANCE POLICY AND PROCEDURES
A. Oed.ration of PolI~ . 'The maintenance of harmoniou. and cooperative
relations between teachers, administrators and member8 of the Bo8rd which wil
enhance the educational program of the Croton-Harmon School DI8trtct. i. h.,eby
declared to be the purpose of these proced~re.. This policy will provtde a means for
orderly settlement of differonces, promptly and fairly, a. they art.. and win 888ure
equitable and proper treatment of teachers pursuant to the established rules, regulations.
and policie8 of thi8 contr8Ct.
B. n.fInitlon8:
1. Te8Ch8rshall mean any employee or group of employ- whose
positlon(s) require. certificationby the NewYorkState Education
Department.
2. Immediate !up8Nisor shall be the building principal or other
administrator to whom the teacher is directly responsible.
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3.
4.
c.
.
Recresentative shall mean the person or persons designated by
the aggrieved teacher to act on his behalf.
Grievance shall mean any alleged violation, misrepresentation.
fail~re or omission to carry out the express terms of this contract.
Based Princicles
1. It is the intent of these procedures to provide for the orderly
settlement of differences in a fair and equitable manner. The
.
resolution of a grievance at the eartiest stage is encouraged.
2. A teacher shall have the right to present grievances in accordance
with these procedures, free from coercion, interferences, restraint,
discrimination, or reprisal. Participation in a grievance shall not
negatively affect the status of a staff member.
3. A teacher shall have the right to be represented at any stage of
the procedure by a perdOn or persons of his own choice except an
officer, agent, or representative of a teacher organization other
than the A8Iociation. The Association has the right to be
represented at any level of grievance. The grievant may be
preMnt at Stages 1 and 2 of the grievance procedure.
4. Each party to a grievance shall have access at reasonable times
to all written statements and records pertaining to such cases.
5.
.e.
All hearings shall be confidential.
It shall be the responsibility of the Superintendent of Schools to
take such steps as may be necessary to give force and effect to
these procedures. Each administrator shall have the
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7.
D.
responsibility to consider promptly each grievance presented to
him (her) and ",ake a determination within the authority delegated
to him (her) within the time specified in these procedures.
The function of these procedures is to assure equitable and
proper treatment under the existing contrad which relate to or
affect the teacher in the performance of his (her) assignment.
Formal Pmeadur8
1. Level One -An aggrieved teacher shall first present his (her)
grievance in writing within seven (7) consecutive school days after
it occurs to his (her) principal or immediate supervisor with the
objective of nmolving the matter informally at which time the
aggrieved te8Cher:
a. May dilCU88 the grievance pet'8Onally and alone; or
May be accompanied at his request, by the Association'sb.
c.
repl'888ntative; or
May request that the Association's representative act in his
(h.) bahalf.
d. If an agreement is reached, a written copy of the decision'
shall be drawn up, signed by the principal or immediate
supervisor, the aggrieved and 8 representative of the
Association. if present. Ifmutuallysatisfadory solution is
not re(ached within seven (7) con88CUtiveschool days after
the grievance was first presented, the aggrieved may
transn,it a written statement of the~problem to the
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. president of the Association who shall then designate a
Grievance Committee which will then proceed to Level
Two.
2. Level Two. The Grievance Committee shall transmit the
grievance to the Superintendent of Schools. The Superintendent
of Schools shall, within seven. (7) consecutive school days after he
(she) receives the grievan~, designate a committee to meet with
the Grievance Committee. If a mutually satisfactory solution is not
reached within seven (7) consecutive school days after the
Superintendent of Schools designates the Committee, the
Association r:nay proceed to Level Three. The Superintendent of
.. School. must notify the Association president and Grievance
Chairperson of status of grievance at this point.
3. Level ThrH
a. Within seven (7) days after the termination of Leve' Two, .
either party may request that the grievance be submitted
to binding arbitration. The parties hereto agree to arbitrate
in accordance with the voluntary labor arbitration rules
b.
then prevailing the American Arbitration Association.
The decisions of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on
all partie.. The decision shall be in writing and shall set
forth the arbitrator's opinions and conclusions on the
issues submitted.
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c. The expense of arbitration shall be borne equally by the
Association and the Board.
d. If the grievance is referred to Level One of the Procedure
subsequent to May 1, IIschool days" shall be changed to
IIcalendar days. in order to expedite settlement before the
end of the school year.
Forms for filing grievances, making reports ande.
recommendations, and other necessary documents shall
be prepiared and given appropriate distribution by the
Superintendent of Schooll.
ARTICLE XVI -SALARV SCHEDULE INTERPRETATION
A. The District shall grant no lesl than fifty percent (SO") salary credit for
prior service.
B. Adjustment in salary will be made twice each school year, September 1
and Febnaary 1. The retroactive adjustment payment willnot go beyond the beginning
of the school fiscal year in which the ~llIowance il requested.
c. VVhena te8Cher tenniraates employment after teaching part of a year, he
.
(she) sh" be p8d on the b88i8 of onJHenth (1/1Oth)of annual salary per month of
service.
D. Profession. personnel whose employment is extended beyond the
regular ten-month school year shall be compensated for such employment at the rate of
.10 of their ten-month salary for each full month employed, or .025 of their ten-month
salary for each week employed.
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ARTICLE XVII -SALARY ADVANCEMENT
A. Advanced Study
Credit Criteria for Administrative ADproval
It is not possible for the credit criteria to cover all areas of request for
course approval. While administrative approval is required for all
courses, the criteria set forth willbe used as a guide for those areas listed
below:
1. Salary credit willbe granted with prior administrative approval for:
a. . Courses in teaching methodology.
b. Courses related to the applicant's assignment.
c. Courses prescribed by permanent certification
requirements in the teaching asaignment currenUy held by
the applicant.
d. Courses prescribed by a college for a degree a.
determined by proof of matriculation.
. 8. COUr181 requested by the administration for the
improvement.of the teacher.
Individual self-improvement COUrs88 or a planned program. not
directly related to the applicant's asaignment willrequire a
statement or acceptable justification.
2. Salary credit willnot be granted for:
a. Correspondence and T.V.cou......
b. Course. in adult or continuing education.
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c.
d.
8.
f.
g.
h.
i.
3.
Courses leading to a new profession outside the
field of education.
Courses previously approved but which a passing
grade is not received.
Courses for which prior approval is not requested
and in the District Office at least 3 days prior to the
opening session.
CoursElSwhich duplicate previously taken courses.
Coursets which are not property documented by
official transcript.
Undergraduate credits.
Travel courses - except tho.. receiving official
colleg41 credit.
In-l8Mce credits and £..1credits other than graduate courses shall
be approved.
B. The Board of Education shall establish a professional Development
Accrediting Committee.
1.
2.
Composition
a)
b)
1 teacher per school
2 administrators
c) 1 board member
Duti88
a. The committee will meet to establish guidelines for
awarding credit, for salary credit other than graduate
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courses, which must be approved by the Superintendent of
Schools.
b. Subsequent to the establishment of guidelines, the PDAC
will meet 3 times a year to approve courses for credit
which are not part of a college graduate program,
3. Salary Credit
a. Teachers may receive up to 3 in-service salary credits
each semester (fall, winter, summer).
b. The Board will make an effort to allocate a sum of money
to each building to pay the expenses of accredited courses
for teachers who are at maximum on the salary schedule.
Applications for such courses will be submitted to building
principals for approval.
ARTICLE XVIII - ~ PAY FOR ~ DUTIES
A. The schedule for extra pay for extra duties for the school year is attached
hereto and'made a part hereof.
B. Unit memberS engaged in approved overnight supervision of student
activitin wiI be paid 8t the rate of $35 per diem for each approved overnight activity
supervi88d by said unit member.
ARTICLE XIX _ TIME OFF FOR MANAGING THE AFFAIRS OF ASSOCIATION
The President of the Association shall be provided time to manage the
Association affairs as follows:
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1.
.
The President of the Association shall not be assigned to non-teaching
duties, e.g., study hall, student supervision, etc.
2. Every effort shall be made by the administration to provide block of
unscheduled time in the President's daily schedule.
ARTICLE XX - AGENCY FEE
A. Pursuant to Section 20fl.3(b) of the Civil Service Law, the District agrees
to deduct from salary payments of all members of the bargaining unit represented by the
Association who have not filed dues deduction authorizations with the District an amount
equivalent to the amount of dues levied by the Association and to remit the sums so
deducted to the Trealurer of the As8ociation.
B. The Association hereby holds the Board of Education and the School
District harmless for any funds deducted pursuant to this provision and hereby
represents that it has instituted a lawful rebate procedure which complies with all
statutory and constitutional mandates. If for any reason said rebate procedure is
deemed unlawful by an appropriate agency or court. the District shall no longer have an
obligation to deduct agency fees until such time as the Association's rebate procedure is
deemed lawful by an appropriate agency or court.
ART1CU; XXI_ I;FFECT OF PROVISIONS OF THIS AGRI;I;UI;NT
A. This Agreement shall constitute the full and complete commitments
between both parties and may be altered. changed. added to, deleted from or modified
only through the voluntary, mutual consent of the parties in a written and signed
amendment to this agreement. Before the Board adopts a change in policy which
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affects wages, hours or any other condition of employment which is not covered by the
terms of this Agreement and which has not been proposed by the Association, the
Board shall notify the Association in writing that it is considering such a change. The
Association shall have the right to negotiate such items with the Board within five (5)
calendar days after receipt of said notice.
B. This Agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the
Board which shall be contrary to or inconsistent with its terms. The provisions of this
Agreement shall be incorporated into and be considered part of the established policies
of the Board.
c. Any individual arrangement, agreement or contract between the Board
and an individual teacher, previously executed, shall be subject to and consistent with
the terms and conditions of the Agreement and any future individual arrangement,
agreement or contrad shall ~ expressly made subject to and consistent with the terms
of this or subsequent agreement8~
D. If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement to
any teacher or group of teachers shall be found contrary to law, then such provision or
application shall not be deemed valid and binding except to the extent permitted by law I
but all other provisiona shall continue in full force and effect.
e. Copie8 of thi8 Agreement shall be prepared at the expense of the Board
and given to all teach.. now employed or hereafter employed within 30 days of its
being signed.
F. It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this
Agreement requiring legislative action to Permit its implementation by amendment of I~w
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.or by providing the additional funds, therefore, shall not become effective until the
appropriate legislative body has given approval.
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.. DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This contract shall be effective as of July 1. 1995 and shall continue in effect through
June 30. 1998.
ASSOCIATION BOARD
By:-:2kd' ~Uul~ By: ~.1t~(v
. President President
By: /jOM.CI~£- By: 'S~ (/\-<--,f 1::'-"1- .
Superintendent of SchoolsChairman. Negotiating Committee
Dated this
J.7..ffA- daYOf:h~~.1995
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APPENDIX A
Step 20 - Step 15 + $2.000
Step 25 - Step 15 + $3.600
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25 59574 60438 66835 69550 71305 73192 74843 76504 77675 I 78727
APPENDIX B
Step 20 - Step is + $2.000
Step 2S - Step is + $3.600
The '1996-97 salary schedules shall be increased by 30/0for 1997-98.
provided. however. that if the New York-Northeastern New Jersey CPI for the period
May 1996 to May 1997 shall increase by more than 3%. the salary increase for 1997-98
shall be the CPI increase but with a cap of 3.5%.
51.#20+$2000 Croton-Harmon Teachers Salary Schedule
51.#25+$1600 1.03 51.# 1-15 1997/98
MA MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 MA-t60
Step BA BA+15 BA+30 BA+45 BA+60 BA+75 BA+90 BA+105 MA+75 Doctorate
1 34170 35301 36814 38203 39531 40999 42588 44172 44791 45397
2 35410 36525 38399 39888 41254 42754 44352 45943 46602 47245
3 36653 37748 39987 41576 42972 44510 46112 47717 48417 49092
4 37894 38973 41574 43262 44694 46265 47876 49486 50231 50942
5 39135 40197 43160 44949 46415 48019 49642 51260 52046 52790
6 40374 41417 44743 46636 48135 49775 51401 53033 53860 54635
7 41617 42644 46331 48325 49858 51529 53166 54805 55673 56486
8 43456 44466 48516 50610 52174 53884 55529 57176 58087 58934
9 44697 45690 50103 52297 53898 55640 57292 58948 59902 60779
10 45938 46913 51691 53983 55620 57395 59052 60721 61715 62629
11 47178 48136 53276 55669 57339 59149 60815 62493 63525 64475
12 48418 49362 54860 57358 59059 60905 62582 64264 65342 66326
13 49658 50583 56448 59045 60781 62658 64340 66037 67156 68173
. .
14 53596 54502 60729 63428 65199 67113 68801 70505 71668 72716
15 57653 58543 65132 67929 69736 71680 73380 75091 76297 77381
20 59653 60543 67132 69929 71736 73680 75380 77091 78297 79381
25 61253 62143 68732 71529 73336 75280 76980 78691 79897 80981
Croton-HarmonSchools Teacher'"
. Step 97/98
1 10556
2 11540
3 12260
4 13667
5 15075
6 16485
7 17892
8 19299
9 20496
Croton-Harmon Schools Teacher Assts.
Page.1 of 1
. Step 97/98
1 19579
2 20290
3 21002
4 21713
5 22424
6 23134
7 23847
8 24900
9 25611
10 26322
11 27033
12 27744
13 28454
14 307.11
15 33035
Croton-Harmon Schools Computer Aides
Page.~'of 1
. CROTON -HARMON
'Teaching Assts.
:
Step 95/96 I 96/97
I
1 I 9950 I 10249I
2 ! 10878 ! 1,1204I
'3
! 11558 11903i
4 i 12883 13269
5 I 14210 14638I
8 15539 16005
7 16865 17371
8 I 18191 18737
9 19319 19899
:Computer Auts.
Step 95/98 98197
1 10813 10931
2 11939 12297
3 13268 , 13684
4 14592 ; 15030
5 15920 16398
8 .17248 17783
7 18573 19130
8 19900 20497
9 21028 21857
I
.':'.P?::~DLX C
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.. CROTON-HARMON
:Registered Nurses
Step I 95/96 96/97, iI
1 I 19325 i 19905I
- -
2 I 20028 I 20627I
3 I 20729 . 21351I
4 21430 22073
5 22133 22797
8 22833 23518
7 23537 24243
8 24578 25313
9 25278 26038
10 25981 26780
11 26682 27482
12 27384 28208
13 28085 28928
14 30311 31220
15 32608 33584
APPE:~IX D
Page 1 of 1
-.r Step 97/98
1 20502
. 2 21246
3 21992
4 22736
5 23481
6 24224
7 24970
8 26074
9 26818
10 27563
11 28307
12 29051
13" 29795
14 32158
.
15 34592'
Croton-Harmon Schools Registered Nurses
Page. 1 of 1
SPORT I .Steps 1997/98
BASEBALL (B) VARSITY 1 3246
S 9.5 2 3398
- 3 3551
-
-c....
BASEBALL (8) Vars.Assl 1 2904
Q 8.5 2 3054
3 3209
BASEBALL (B) Jr.Vars. 1 2733
p 8 2 2883
3 3038
BASEBALL (8) (Mod.) 1 2050
L 8 2 2150
3.. 2255
BSKTBALL (B) VARSITY 1 3757
U 11 2 3957
3 4182
BSKTBALL (8) J.V. 1 3074
R 9 '2 3224
.. 3 3379
BSKTBALL (8) Mod. 1 2581
0 7.5 2 2711
3 2888
CROSS COUNTRY HEAD 1 2733
P Co-Ed 8 2 2883
3 3038
CROSS COUNTRY Mod. 1 2050
L 8 2 2150
Created in Fall 1995 3 2255
FOOTBALL (8) VARSITY 1 4270
V 12.5 2 4470
3 4875
FOOTBALL (8) ASST. (2) 1 3074
R 9 2 3224
3 3379
FOOTBALL (8) HEAD(JV) 1 2904
Q 8.5 2 3054
3 3209
FOOTBALL (8) ASST.(JV) 1 2733
P 8 2 2883
COACHSAL.9798
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"
--------- --------
COACHSAL.9798
I 3 3038
FOOTBALL (B) Head (Mod.) 1 2561
0 . 7.5 2 2711
--....
.' 3 2868
FOOTBALL (8) Asst.(Mod.) 1 2391
N 7 2 2541
3 2698
GOLF (CO-ED) Varsity 1 2050
L 6 2 2150
3 2255
LACROSSE (8) HEAD 1 3415
T 10 2 3565
3 3720
"
LACROSSE (8) ASST. 1 2904
Q 8.5 2 3054
3 3209
LACROSSE (8) J.V. 1 2733
P 8 2 2883
3 3038 '.
.
LACROSSE (B) MOD. 1 2581-
.'
0 7.5 2 2711
New in Oct. 1989 3 2888
SOCCER (8) HEAD 1 2733
P ,,8 2 2883
3 3038
SOCCER (B) J.V. 1 2221
M 8.5 2 2321
3 2428 :
SOCCER (B) Mod. 1 2050
L 8 2 2150
New In Aua. 1988 3 2255 I
TENNIS (B) Varsity 1 2050
L 8 2 2150
3 2255
TENNIS (8) J.V. 1 1538
I 4.5 2 1638
New In Spring 1995 JV Tennis 3 1741
Page 2 of 8
TR.&FLD. (8) HEAD I 1 3248i
S 9.5 2 3396
. 3 3551
.
TR.&Fl~ (B) ASST. 1 2391
N 7 2 2541
3 2698
IND.TRCK.(B) HEAD 1 3248
S 9.5 2 3398
3 3551
IND.TRCK. (B) ASST. 1 2391
N 7 2 2541
3 2898
WRESTlING (8) HEAD 1 3757
U 11 .. 2 3957
3 4182
WRESTLING(8) J.V. 1 3074
R 9 2 3224
3 3379
WRESTUNG (8) ASST. 1 1538
I 4.5 2 1838
New in Dee.1988 3 1741
SKITEAM(8) Varsity 1 2221
M 8.5 2 2321
3 2428
SPORT Steps 1997/98
ATHLETICDIRECTOR 1 4442
W 13 2 4842
3 4847
COACHSAL.9798
Page 3-ot 8
i
BSKTBALL. (G) VARSITY 1 3757
U . 11 2 3957
. 3 4182
-~
.0
BSKTBALL (G) J.V. 1 3074
R 9 2 3224
3 3379
BSKTBALL. (G) Mod. 1 2581
0 7.5 2 2711
3 2888
CHEERLDG. (G) HEAD 1 3757
K Then U 5.5 2 3957
Changed Effective 911/98 11 3 4182
CHEERLDG. (G) ASST. '. 1 2733
I Then P 4.5 2 2883
Changed Effective 9/1/98 8 3 3038
FLD.HCKY. (G) HEAD 1 2733
P 8 2 2883
3 3038
FLD.HCKY. (G) J.V. 1 2221
M ~8.5 2 2321
3 2428
FLD.HCKY. (G) Mod. 1 2050
L 8 2 2150
3 2255
SOFTBALL (G) HEAD 1 3248
S 9.5 2 3398
3 3551
SOFTBALUG) J.V. 1 2733
P 8 2 2883
3 3038
SOFTBALL (G) J.V. ASIt. 1 1538
I 4.5 2 1838
NEW IN MARCH 1990 3 1741
SOFTBALL (G) Mod. 1 2050
L 8 2 2150
NEW IN MARCH 92 SftbI. Mod. 3 2255
TR.&FLD. (G) HEAD 1 3248
COACHSAL.9798
. .
Page 4.018
S 9.5 2 3396
3 3551
i-
TR.&FLD.(G) ASST. 1 2391
-
-N 7 2 2541
3 2698
VOLL.BALl(G)_ HEAD 1 2733
p 8 2 2883
3 3038
VOlL.BAll(G) J.V. 1 2221
M 6.5 2 2321
3 2428
VOlL.BAlL (G) Mod. (2) 1 . 2050
L 6 2 2150
2ndpostlon 1019190 .. 3 2255
SOCCER(G) Varsity 1 2733
p 8 2 2883
3 3038
SOCCER (G) Aut. 1 2391
N 7 2 2541
New in Oct. 1989 3 2898
-
SOCC ER (G) J.V. 1 2221
M 8.5 2 2321
3 2428
SOCCER(G) Mod. 1 2050
L 8 2 2150
New in Spring 1997 3 2255
TENNIS (G) Varsity .1 2050
L e 2 2150
3 2255
TENNIS (G) J. V., 1 1538
I 4.5 2 1838
New In FaY 1994 3 1741
IND.TRCK. (G) HEAD 1 3248
S 9.5 2 3398
3 3551
IND.TRCK (G) ASST. 1 2391
N 7 2 2541
3 2698
COACHSAL.9798
psg.Sofe
SKI TEAM (G) 1 2221
M 6.5 2 2321
3 2428
-.... ..
Other Areas 1997/98
Spvsn. Ham. 67
Spvsn. Away 101
Filmingup to 138
13 game.
COACHSAL.9798
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CROTON. HARMON
.-------_..
_.
-- -- .--. ------ --
.
- ---
'Inte~nolastic
- '.'-'-- ---- --.-
-----
..
SPO~T Steps 1995/96 1998197
--
BASEBALL (B) VARStTY 1 3059 3151
-. -..--
-S- 9.5 2 3209 3301
3 3384 3458
--...-
BASEBALL (B) Vars.Asst. 1 2737 2819
Q 8.5 2 2887 2988
-....--.
3 3042 3124
--
BASEBALL {B} Jr. Va~. 1 2578 2853
P 8 2 2728 2803
3 2881 2958
BASeBALL (B) (Mod.) 1 1932 19QO
L. 8 2 2032 20QO
3 2137 2185
BSKTSALL (8) VARSITY 1 3542 3848
U 11 2 3742 3848
3 3147 4053
BSKTBALL(8) J.V. 1 2887 29M
R 9 2 3047 3134
3 3202 3281
BSKTBALL(8) Mod. 1 2414 2488
0 7.5 2 2584 2838
\ 3 271. 2781
CROSS COUNTRY HEAD 1 257. 2853
P Co-Ed 8 2 2721 2803
3 2881 2t58
CROSS COUNTRY . Mod. 1 1132 1880
L ; 8 2 2032 2080
CrI8I8d In Fal 1811 . 3 2137 21.
FOOTIALL(8) VARSITY 1 4025 41.
V 12.5 2 4225 4348
3 4430 4551
FOOTBALL (8) ASST.(2) 1 2817 21M
A 9 2 3047 31M
3 3202 3281
FOOTBALL (8) HEAD(JV) 1 2737 281'
Q 8.5 2 2887 2_
3 3042 3124
:\PP::~IX ::
COACHSAL
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':ROTON- HARMON
-
- -----
_.
---.-
- -.---..-.
. . .. -
" nterscnolastic
- ------ -- --
-SPORT --.- - --. '" - StePS' 1995/96 1996197
..
-
---
FOOTBALL.(B) ASST (J\I) 1 2578 2653
--.--.p 8 2 2728 2803
3 2881 2958
FOOTBALL(B) Head (Mod.) 1 2414 2488
-.---. ..---------. 2sMo 1.5 2 2838
.---- 3 2719 2791
FOOTBALL (B) Asst. (Mod.) 1 2253 2321
N 7 2 2403 2471
3 2558 2821
GOLF (CO-eD) Varsity 1 1932 1910
l- e 2 2032
.
2090
3 2137 21M
LACROsse (8) HEAD 1 3218 3311
T 10 2 33H 3488
3 352. 3821
LACROSSE (8) ASST. 1 2737 2811
Q 8.5 2 2887 2981
3 3CM2 3124
LACROSSE (8) J.Y. 1 2578 2853
p 8, 2 2721 2803
3 2881 21M
LACROSSE (I) MOD. 1 2414 2_
0 7.5 2 2566 2838
New in Oct. 1881 3 271. 2781
:
ISOCCER (8) HEAD 1 257. 2853
P 8 2 2721 2803
3 2881 21M
SOCCER (8) J.Y. 1 20a 2158
M 8.5 2 2193 2251
3 2298 . 2381
SOCCER (8) Mod. 1 1932 1t1O
l- S 2 2032 20t0
New in Aua.1Htt 3 2137 2185
TENNIS (8) Varsity 1 . 1932 1HO
L 8 2 2032 2010
COACHSAL
CROTON- HARMON
. .
----
.
-
..-.-. .-----
'Interscholastic
-
. . -_.------ - ----
SPOR'of
. .--- ----- 199"5/96--Steps 1996/91
--. 3 2131 2195
.__a..._..._
.
-
---....
TENNIS (B) J.V. 1 14.-& 1491
- "'-'- 4.5 2 15.-&I 1591
New In Spn~995 JV Tennis 3 1653 1698
----.. ---
TR.&FLD. (8) HEAD 1 3058 3151
S 9.5 2 3208 3301
3 3* 3etS8
TR.&FLD. (8) ASST. 1 2253 2321
N 7 2 2403 2471
3 25S8 2821
IND.TRCK. (8) HEAD 1 3058 3151
S 9.5 2 3201 3301
3 33M 3458
IND.TRCK. (8) ASST. 1 2253 2321
N 7 2 2403 2471
3 2558 2828
WRESTLING (8) HEAD 1 3542 *8
U 11 2 3742 3848
3 3847 4053
WRESTUNG (8) J.V. 1 2887 29M
R' 8 2 3047 31~
3 3202 3211
WRESTUNG (8) ASST. 1 1448 1481
I 4.5 2 1548 1581
NIw in Dlc.1888 3 1853 18.
SICITIAM (8J Varsity 1 20t3 2158
M 8.5 2 2183 22.
3 2218 2381
SPORT Steps
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 1 4187 4313
W 13 2 4387 4513
3 4582 4718
COACHSAL
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.
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CROTON. HARMON
., .
- ----
"------..
'Inte~holastic
.-. .-.. --- -
- SPORT ---"Steps- 1995/96 1996197
._--
BSKTBALL. (G) VARSITY 1 35~2 3648
.
-
. .-
U 11 2 3742 3848
--- - 3 3947 4053
BSKTBALL. (G) J.V. 1 2897 29M
R 9 2 3047 3134
- 3 3202 3281
BSKTBALL. (G) Mod. 1 241. 24M
0 7.5 2 2584 2838
3 2718 2711
CHEERLDG. (G) HEAD 1 1770 1823
K 5.5 2 1870 1923
3 1975 2028
CHEERLDG. (G) ASST. 1 1448 1.11
I 4.5 2 1548 1511
3 1853 1.
FLO.HCKY. (G) HEAD 1 2578 2853
p a 2 2728 2803
3 2881 2158
FLD.HCKY. (G) J.V. 1 2013 2151
M 8.5 2 2193 2251
3 22t8 2381
FlD.HCKY. (0) Mad. 1 1932 1910
L 8 2 2032 2010
3 2137 21.
SOPT8ALL(0) 'HEAD 1 30. 3151
S 9.5 2 3201 3301
3 33M 3458
~.---!.(O) J.V. 1 2578 . 2853
p a 2 2721 2_
3 2881 2H8
SOFTBALL (G) J.V. Asst. 1 1", 148'
I ..5 2 1~ 1511
NEWINMARCH1_ 3 1853 1_
SOFTBALL (G) Mod. 1 1932 1910
L S 2 2032 2010
COACHSAL
-.0 ...
"f
"
CROTON. HARMON
-
..
--.
-,
--- - -..-.. .-.
-- Ointerschol astic
--
.-
"
..
-----
--S-PORt- ---Steps 1995/98 1996197
NE'wfN MARCH 92 Sftbt. Mod. 3 2137 2195
TR.&FLO~(G)--- HEAD 1 3058 3151
S 9.5 2 3208 3301
3 33M 3458
TR.&FLD. (G) ASST. 1 2253 2321
-. N 7 2 2403 2471
3 2558 2828
VOLL.SALL(G)_ HEAD 1 2578 2853
p 8 2 2728 2803
3 2881 '2958
VOLL.BALL(G) J.V. 1 2013 2158
M 8.5 2 2183 2258
3 22M 2381
VOLL.BALL(G) Mod.(2) 1 1932 19tO
L 8 2 2032 2010
2ndpostion 1019J90 3 2137 2195
SOCCER(G) Varsity 1 2578 2853
P 8 2 2728 2803
3 2881 2958
SOCCER (0) AsIt. 1 2253 2321
N 7 2 2403 2471
New in 0c:I.1Mt 3 2558 2828
SOCCER(O) . J.V. 1 2013 2158
M 8.5 2 2193
'
2258
3 2218 2381
,_N8 (0) Varsity 1 1832 1_
L 8 2 2032 2010
3 2137 2185
TENNIS (G) J.V.. 1 1.... 1481
I 4.5 2 1548 15t1
New In FlU IBM 3 1853 18.
IND.TReK. (G) HEAD 1 3051 3151
S 9.5 2 3201 3301
3 33M 3458
COACHSAL
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CROTON. HARMON
.-
-.- -- -
..
'Interscholastic
.- - - ---.
-.-..- - ----. -_.
- ...- -- -
-SPORTu Steps 1995/98 1998/97
INO.TRCK. (G) ASST. 1 2253 2321
N 7 2 2403 2471
-
.
- 3 2558 2628
-.--- --
..
SKI TEAM (G) Asst. 1 2093 2156
- M 8.5 2 2193 2258
--.-- 3 2298 2381
.
Otner Areas 1995/98 1998/97
-
.
spvsn. Home 83 85
Spvsn. Away 95 98
FUmingup to 128 132
13 aames
COACHSAL
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.
Final
-
CP183%
ACTIVITY Steps 1997/98
YEARBOOK CHHS 1 2391
N 7 2 2541
3 2696
SCHOOL PAPER 1 2050
L 8 2 2150
3 2255
DRAMA DIR . FALL 1 2050
L 8 2 2150
3 2255
DRAMA DIR . SPRING 1 2050
L 8 2 2150
3 2255
DRA. TECH. DIR.FALL 1 853
E 2.5 2 933
.3 1018
DRA. TECH. DIR.SPR. 1 853
E 2.5 2 -933
3 1018
CHHS BAND 1 1707
J 5 2 1807
3 1912
DEBATE 1 2391
N 7 2 2541
3 2896
DEBATE ASST. 1 1194
G 3.5 2 1274
3 1359
SENIOR ADV. CHHS 1 1385
H 4 2 1485
3 1570
STUDENT CO. CHHS 1 853
E 2.5 2 933
3 1018
CLASS ADVS. PVC(3) 1 882
D 2 2 782
3 847
COCURRSAL.9798
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PVC BAND 1 853
E 2.5 2 933
3 1018
PVC INTRAMURALS (2) 1 2391
N 7 2 2541
3 2698
NAT.HONOR SOCIETY 1 682
CHHS D 2 2 762
New in July 1989 3 847
JR. CLASS ADV.(CHHS) 1 1 1023
F 3 2 1103
New in July 1989 3 1188
MEM.BOOK ADVISOR 1 1023
CEr F 3 2 1103
New in Aug.1989 3 1188
YEARBOOK PVC 1 1023
F 3 2 1103
New in Aug.1989 3 1188
LAROCHELLE 1 1348
2 1448
New in Oct.1990 3 1553
ACA.TRIATHON ADV. 1 341
PVC 1/2 of D 2 421
New In Jan. 1998 3 508
MODEL 'CONGRESS 1 1023
CHHS F 2 1103
Created for 97198 Bud. 3 1188
CREATIVE WRITING WKSH 1 1023
CHHS F 2 1103
New for 1997198 3 1188
DRAMA CHOREOGRAPH~ 1 682
CHHS Sping D 2 762
New for 1997/98 3 847
COCURRSAL.9798
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. . : Croton-Harmon
: ! Co-Cuniculaf
, Salaries::
ACTIVITY .Steps. 1995/98; 1996197
YEARBOOK CHHS 1 2253 ~2321
N 7. 2 2403 2471
3 2558 ! 2828
!
~I
SCHOOL PAPER i I 1 1932 : 1990
L : 8! 2 I 2032 I 2090I
I i 3 ! 2137 , 2195
I I ! i!
DRAMA OIR :.FALL I 1 1932 i 1980: i
L ! 8, 2 ! 2032 I 20e0
. I 3 2137 ! 2195
i i II
DRAMA OIR . SPRING 1 i 1932 ! 1_
L e 2 ! 2032 : 2090
3 i 2137 2195
: iI
ORA. TECH. :OIR.FALL 1 I 8CM 828
e 2.5 2 I 8M, 908
3 I 981 ge3
I
ORA. TECH. OIR.SPR. 1 I 8CM 828
e 2.5 2 I 884 908
3 ; 981 913
I
CHHS BAND 1 : ~801 1U7
J 5 2 i 1701 1757
3 ! 1814 i 1882
I
DEBATE 1 I 2253: 2321I
N 7 2 I 2403 2471
3 : 2558I 2821
I
DEBATE AsaT. 1 I 1125 I 1151
G 3.5 2 i 1205 i 1231
3 I 1210 1324
! It
SENIOR ArN. CHHS 1 1288 i 1325
H 4 2 I 13881 1425
3 : 1481 i 1530
I I
STUDENT CO. CHHS 1 ! 804 821
E 2.5 2 ! 884 908
I 3 : 981 913,
I I
CLASS ADVS. PVC(3) 1 I 843 ! 882
0 2 2 I 723 742
3 ! 808 I 827
COCURSAl.XlS
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: Croton-Hannon
i i . Co-Curricular
1--- i :SalariesI
ACTIVITY Steps; 19951.11998/87
i
i I
PVC BAND I i 1 r 804 : 828
e I 2.5 i 2 i 8841 908I
! 1- 3 I 988 "3
I I
PVC INTRAMURALS (2) 1 i 2253 2321
N 7 2 I 2403 2471
3 2558 2828
I
NAT.HONOR SOCIETY 1 sa 882
CHHS D 2 2 723 742
New in July 1. 3 808 827
JR.CLASS ADV.(CHHS) 1 1 984 913
F 3 2 1044 1073
New in July 1. 3 I 1121 1158
MEM.BOOK ADVISOR 1 9M 983
CET F 3 2 1044 1073
New In Aua.1_ 3 1121 1158
YEARBOOK PYC 1 .. 883
F 3 2 1o.M 1073
New in Aua.1. 3 1121 1158
COCURSAL.XLS
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